
Vehicle capacity guide 
What vehicle do you need ?

Please note that CitySprint operates various makes and models of vehicles whose dimensions and capacity may differ from 
those shown below. If you need further guidance for a specific booking, please contact your local service centre. For a full list 
of service centres, please visit our website: citysprint.co.uk/locations.

All goods should be correctly packed and the value of goods in excess of £1000 should be declared at booking.

* Although this vehicle type is longer, generally the weight capacity is less than a 3.0m (LWB) van. Please advise your local service centre 
if the weight of your item(s) is over 1000kg. This vehicle also isn’t available in all regions (Scotland).     
** Limited availability of this vehicle. Not available in Scotland.

This is a general guide which can be used as an initial indicator to which size vehicle you may need. All 
dimensions are approximate and based on empty vehicles. All width dimensions have taken into account 
space for wheel arches.

Dimensions 30cm (L) x 21cm (W) x 5.5cm (H)

Payload 0 - 2kg

Pallets 0

Dimensions 70cm (L) x 46cm (W) x 40cm (H)

Payload 0 - 50kg

Pallets 0

Dimensions 30cm (L) x 22.5cm (W) x 22cm (H)

Payload 0 - 5kg

Pallets 0

Dimensions 1.0m (L) x 1.2m (W) x 1.0m (H)

Payload Max 400kg

Pallets 1

Dimensions 2.0m (L) x 1.2m (W) x 1.2m (H)

Payload Max 800kg

Pallets 2

Dimensions 4.0m (L) x 1.2m (W) x 1.7m (H)

Payload Max 1100kg

Pallets 4

Dimensions 3.0m (L) x 1.2m (W) x 1.7m (H)

Payload Max 1100kg

Pallets 3

Dimensions 4.0m (L) x 2.0m (W) x 2.0m (H)

Payload Max 800kg

Pallets 6

Pushbike Cargo bike

Motorbike Small van 

Large van (SWB)

Extra large van (ELWB 4m)*

Extra large van (LWB 3.2m)

Luton**

Our couriers
Our professional couriers are DBS (Disclosure & Barring Service, previously CRB) checked and kitted out with the latest 
technology, including GPS tracking units, giving you real-time status updates as your delivery is made.

Delivering what matters.


